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Fingerstyle Guitar
If you've been inspired to start playing fingerstyle guitar or you are an experienced player
wanting to enhance your knowledge, this book is perfect for you. This well-paced,
comprehensive method covers everything, from basic to advanced techniques and styles.
Beginning concepts include basic chord theory, modes, drop-D tuning, alternating bass, and
more. The intermediate player will learn alternate tunings, modes, fingerpicking patterns, barre
chords, diatonic harmony, special techniques, bass lines, arranging, and styles ranging from
Celtic to contemporary new age. The book concludes with advanced techniques including the
free-stroke, rest-stroke, shifting, tremolo, planting, left-hand tapping, right-hand tapping,
drumming, and the scrape. All music is shown in standard notation and TAB, and an MP3 CD
demonstrating examples in the book is included.
(Guitar Solo). Bill Piburn has arranged 15 Disney classics into playable fingerstyle guitar
arrangements for this collection. Includes: The Bare Necessities * Can You Feel the Love
Tonight * Colors of the Wind * Cruella De Vil * A Dream Is a Wish Your Heart Makes * He's a
Pirate * I See the Light * La La Lu * Let It Go * Love Will Find a Way * Some Day My Prince
Will Come * Under the Sea * When You Wish upon a Star * Winnie the Pooh* * You've Got a
Friend in Me.
(DVD). With this 10-disc set (9 DVDs and 1 CD), guitar master Steve Krenz shows you how to
play beautifully and cleanly using his tried and true fingerstyle method. Each session is
accompanied by both a beginner and an advanced workshop session. Best of all, you'll learn
more than just "technique." Steve teaches you how to arrange songs on your own for
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fingerstyle guitar. Imagine playing your favorites for family and friends, even if you've never
heard them played fingerstyle before. You'll cover basic through advanced techniques in
classical, jazz, Merle Travis style and more.
" ... Starting with a thorough review of reading standard music notation and basic music theory,
the skills for becoming a fingerstyle guitar arranger are built from the ground up ..."--Back
cover.
In this video, master fingerstyle guitarist Mark Hanson teaches, note-for-note, four of his
beautiful solo guitar arrangements. Titles are: Silent Night * O Little Town of Bethlehem * Joy
to the World * Winter Wonderland. Includes a tab booklet to make learning the arrangements
even easier.
Learn Travis picking and country guitar soloing with Levi Clay
(Guitar). Teaches beginning or advanced guitarists how to master the basic musical skills of
fingerpicking techniques needed to play folk, blues, fiddle tunes or ragtime on guitar. Contents:
All the Good Times * Along the Rocky Road to Dublin * Barrow Street Rag * The Beaumont
Rag * Behind the Bush in the Garden * Campbell's Farewell to Red Gap * Candy Man * Candy
Man Blues * The Cherokee Shuffle * Cranberry Highway * Cripple Creek * Eighth of January *
The Entertainer * Fishing Blues * Freight Train * (There'll Be) a Hot Time in the Old Town
Tonight * Lark in the Morning * The Lazy Afternoon Blues * Little Sadie * The Liverpool
Hornpipe * Lord Inchiquin * Louis Collins * Make Me a Pallet on the Floor * Man of Constant
Sorrow * The Manchester Angel * The Mineola Rag * The Morning Blues * Pack up Your
Sorrows * Paddy on the Railroad * Payday * Rain Don't Fall on Me No More * Shady Grove *
The Sligo River Blues * Spike Driver Blues * Stealin', Stealin' * The Temptation Rag * The Trip
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to Sligo * Turkey in the Straw * The Year of Jubilo (Kingdom Coming).
This comprehensive book contains over 100 Celtic tunes arranged for solo fingerstyle guitar.
This edition is derived from a collection of nearly 300 arrangements Glenn Weiser has created
over the last twenty years. the book is divided into 4 sections: 1) airs, marches and waltzes 2)
hornpipes, jigs and reels 3) tunes from the Bunting collection 4) harp tunes of Turlough
O'Carolan. All are in either standard or dropped-D tuning, and can be played on either nylon or
steel string guitars. All of these melodies are accompanied with brief historical notes. Written in
standard notation and tablature. Intermediate in difficulty.

Featuring standard notation and tablature, this new book & audio package introduces
basic accompaniment patterns, how to use the thumb and fingers, Travis picking, and
much more. Readers learn the applications of folk, blues, ragtime and new age styles to
solo guitar while learning beautiful new chord voicings.
Easy LDS Fingerstyle Guitar Hymns features beautiful instrumental arrangements of
over 70 favorite hymns in standard notation and tab. Full tempo and slower tempo
practice tracks for each song are available at www.ldsguitarbook.com. Songs include: I
Know that My Redeemer Lives; Be Still, My Soul; Come, Follow Me; How Firm a
Foundation; I Need Thee Every Hour; I Stand All Amazed; If You Could Hie to Kolob;
The Iron Rod; Joseph Smith's First Prayer; Lead, Kindly Light; Redeemer of Israel; We
Thank Thee, O God, for a Prophet ... and many more!
Creative Fingerstyle Acoustic Guitar breaks down acoustic techniques into digestible
chunks and bridges the gap into a world of stunning performance.
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One of America's premier fingerstyle guitarists introduces the exciting world of
fingerpicking. After a quick review of open-position chords and proper right-hand
position, Mark teaches picking with the thumb and three fingers. He covers the famous
"Travis" alternating thumb pattern as well as some great chord moves. Tab booklet
included. (70 min.)
Twelve classic holiday songs for solo fingerstyle guitar. Includes performance notes,
multi-level arrangements in both standard notation and tab, and CD accompaniment.
Titles include: The First Noel * Go Tell It on the Mountain * In Dulci Jubilo * Joy to the
World * O Little Town of Bethlehem * Silent Night * Winter Wonderland and more.
Fingerstyle wizard Mark Hanson introduces the art of solo fingerstyle guitar in this
comprehensive video. Through the use of picking exercises and specially written
compositions, Mark opens up the world of playing chords, melodies and bass lines
simultaneously. Includes folk, ragtime, blues and new age styles. Tab booklet included.
(70 min.)
Want to learn proven strategies that will help you sharpen your fingerstyle-guitar skills,
practice more effectively, and silence the inner critic that can sabotage your
performances? Playing the guitar requires a blend of intuition, intellect, and emotion,
and the path to excellence can be a confusing one. In The Inner Game of Fingerstyle
Guitar, master guitarist and worldwide performer Adam Rafferty delivers the information
you need to: Get rid of stage fright and perform well in any situation Develop your own
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"voice" and touch on the instrument Find new performance opportunities Get out of a
"guitar rut" Develop an effective practice routine Visualize and achieve your musical
goals The strategies, real-life stories, and advice in this friendly, encouraging book will
help you achieve true excellence in your guitar playing, as well as in life. Adam Rafferty
plays onstage for thousands of people annually, performing at guitar festivals and
concerts in over two-dozen countries. His YouTube guitar videos have gathered over
twenty-million views. Jazziz Magazine hailed his solo-guitar CD "I Remember Michael"
as one of its top-ten picks for 2011. Adam's twenty-year apprenticeship with jazz
pianist, composer, and arranger Mike Longo (of Dizzy Gillespie fame) brought him
priceless musical knowledge, which Adam passes onto the reader in this, his first
published book.
Continuing where Beginning Fingerstyle Guitar leaves off, this book is great for
fingerstyle guitarists who know the basics and are ready to take the next step. Topics
include alternate tunings, modes, fingerpicking patterns, barre chords, diatonic
harmony, special techniques, bass lines, and an exploration of styles ranging from
Celtic and country blues to contemporary new age. Also contains an essential chapter
on arranging.
"I needed this book 60 years ago. 20 minutes a day following Dan`s teaching has
become a daily pleasure. Any one, young or 80 like me, can use this book with
confidence" - Ian Laing Learn how to play guitar with better technique, more confidence
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and have more fun with just 20 minutes of proper practice per day......even if you
believe you have "no ear for music", you "are too old to learn" or you have "no natural
talent". Learn 10 of the most FUN, exciting and useful fingerpicking patterns that will
allow you to play 1000`s of songs. Discover how to fingerpick your guitar using a
simple, step by step method that will help you avoid years of frustration- Learn how to
play without pain and no more sore fingers you can actually make music that YOU
enjoy. I`m Dan Thorpe, and I`m experienced in teaching struggling beginner adults
aged 50+ how to fingerpick properly and have loads more fun on the guitar. In fact, I
remember teaching a student called, Mike who struggled for a year trying YouTube
lesson - his dog would even run away when he practised! On his first lesson, I
addressed these areas in a simple and easy to follow way. I also gave him a specific
plan on how to practice to get the most from his playing. Over time Mike started to see
little breakthroughs... And eventually, for his 35th wedding anniversary, he performed a
fingerpicked version of The Beatles song "I Will", which was his and his wife`s most
treasured song. It bought tears to her eyes. Mike now plays his favourite fingerpicking
songs with confidence...And the dog no longer runs away when he starts to play! The
solution for fingerpicking success, just like Mike`s is to have an easy to follow, simple
step by step plan. Fingerstyle 101 (2nd edition) is this guide. Now, a brand new and
massively updated version that features a wealth of new techniques, fingerpicking
patterns, tips and more (Over 3 times more content) giving you a complete guide to
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fingerpicking guitar. Learn 10 stunning fingerpicking patterns that you will allow you to
be able to play 1000`s of songs. Learn the exact techniques that the pro`s use - such
as Paul Simon, James Taylor and many more useHow to play without pain once and for
all A 20 minute per day routine to practice these methods How to change chords faster
and smoother when fingerpickingDiscover my unique "T.E.S.T. Method" for learning
guitar The 7 deadly fingerpicking mistakes and how to fix them Learn how to play
"Travis picking", 60`s folk, vintage pop, classical and more A simple fingerpicking
exercise that science has proven can reduce your brain age by up to 10 years Over 80
audio examples with notation, tab, audio (normal and slow speeds) and printable TAB
pdf A BIG selection of bonuses unavailable anywhere - 100% free "This book
represents a gold mine of fingerstyle technique and advice for guitarists of all levels.
Buy it." G. Lynch "Dan has done it again! This new, second edition of Fingerstyle 101 is
another G.R.E.A.T. book. This is exactly what I, an old fart, need to boost my fingerstyle
technique and motivation to practice. - Jim Marshall "The second edition is even better.
It has even more practical tips and advice on mistakes to avoid. It is ridiculously good
value." Mike B. 5 stars - Amazon Customer - "Another fantastic book by Dan Thorpe.
The book is well structured and clear. It speaks to you almost as if Dan is in front of you
giving you a lesson. The building blocks soon stack up and you start to see visible
results"
Forty beautiful Celtic melodies arranged for solo fingerstyle guitar. All the songs are
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arranged to be easily playable. Most of the songs are in standard tuning plus there is an
additional section in DADGAD tuning. A CD is included featuring all the songs.
(Guitar Solo). This massive collection will keep you fingerpicking for days! It features a
fun and diverse collection of 100 great arrangements of classic songs like: Africa * Ain't
No Sunshine * Babe, I'm Gonna Leave You * Blackbird * Brave * Careless Whisper *
City of Stars * Crazy * Creep * Despacito * Dust in the Wind * Every Breath You Take *
Fire and Rain * Free Fallin' * Fur Elise, WoO 59 * Good Riddance (Time of Your Life) *
Havana * Hey, Soul Siter * I'm Yours * Imagine * James Bond Theme * Lean on Me *
Love Yourself * Mrs. Robinson * The Pink Panther * Shape of You * She's Got a Way *
Smells like Teen Spirit * The Sound of Silence * Stairway to Heaven * Take Me Home,
Country Roads * Thinking Out Loud * Time After Time * Unchained Melody * We Are
the Champions * Wonderwall * Yesterday * Your Song * and more!
Offers a step-by-step method for learning finger-style blues guitar and includes five
authentic blues tunes, graded exercises, illustrated tips, and standard notation and
tablature.
(Guitar Educational). Whether you're completely new to the guitar, you've strummed
chords before but always wanted to fingerpick, or you've tried fingerpicking in the past
but could never get the hang of it, this easy-to-use book/CD pack for electric or acoustic
guitar is for you! The progressive approach of this book is designed to bring you from
an absolute beginning level of fingerpicking to a point at which you can play many
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songs with multiple picking patterns and even create countless patterns of your own!
Includes tablature, and an audio CD with every example in the book!
(Guitar Solo). Carefully written for intermediate-level guitarists, each solo in this book
combines melody and harmony in one superb fingerpicking arrangement. Songs
include: Blue Skies * But Not for Me * Bye Bye Blackbird * I'll See You in My Dreams *
Lover, Come Back to Me * Mood Indigo * Muskrat Ramble * My Melancholy Baby * On
the Sunny Side of the Street * St. Louis Blues * Some of These Days * Stormy Weather
(Keeps Rainin' All the Time) * Sweet Georgia Brown * When It's Sleepy Time Down
South * You Took Advantage of Me. Includes an easy introduction to basic fingerstyle
guitar.
(String Letter Publishing). Whether you're a first-time fingerstylist who's studying with a
teacher or on your own, The Acoustic Guitar Fingerstyle Method by David Hamburger
gives you the detailed, comprehensive instruction you need to improve your skills. This
book introduces you to the two most essential fingerstyle approaches for playing
American roots music: Travis picking and the steady-bass style. In each lesson, you'll
learn new techniques, concepts, and chord voicings along with ways to practice and get
them under your fingers. Then you can use what you just learned to play a classic song
or solo break from the blues, ragtime, folk, country, and ragtime traditions. 18 In-Depth
Lessons, including: Travis Picking Basics, Switching Chords, Eighth Notes and
Syncopation, Picking Pattern Fills, Double Stops, and much more. 15 songs to play,
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including: John Henry * Delia * St. James Infirmary * Nobody's Fault but Mine * Houston
Blues * Alberta * and more. Each book includes access to recordings of demonstration
tracks of all the exercises and songs. Audio is accessed online using the unique code in
each book.
Understanding DADGAD is a complete introduction to using the DADGAD tuning for
fingerstyle acoustic guitar. the book systematically explores the tuning, starting with
simple chords and scale patterns, ultimately showing how DADGAD can be used to
play in nearly any key and in many different musical styles. Topics include moveable
and open-string chords and scales, intervals, the harp-effect, common chord
progressions in DADGAD and more, all in the context of either short musical examples
or complete tunes.Rather than just providing scales, chords, or tunes, this book guides
the reader through the process of understanding the guitar from the perspective of
DADGAD tuning. Topics are organized as a series of small self-contained sections
ideal for a single study session or lesson. After exploring extremely easy ways to get
started with DADGAD, involving as little as a single finger on the fretting hand, the book
progresses to examples that will interest even more advanced players. 200 musical
examples, including several full performance-quality pieces, demonstrate each concept.
the companion recording features the author playing many of the examples.A complete
introduction to DADGAD tuning for fingerstyle acoustic guitar. Begins with simple
chords and scale patterns and progresses to more complex musical examples in many
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different keys. Topics include moveable and open-string chords and scales, the harpeffect, intervals, common chord progressions in DADGAD and more.
This collection of 146 fingerstyle transcriptions and arrangements covers a wide variety
of styles including dozens of popular and jazz standards as well as blues and country
songs, sea chanteys, folk ballads, sacred, gospel and Christmas melodies, Celtic and
patriotic tunes, children's songs, classical and wedding music, and select Piburn
originals. the book is designed as a resource for guitarists in virtually any solo
performance situation. the result of years of experience as an arranger/composer and
performing guitarist, this book provides a goldmine of tunes for the fingerstyle player.
from Greensleeves and the Girl I left Behind Me to 'Round Midnight and the Girl from
Ipanema, this comprehensive anthology has it all. You'll be able to compile your set
lists for a broad array of venues from this single source! Intermediate to advanced in
difficulty with all tunes appearing in standard notation and tablature.
Learn advanced acoustic guitar fingerstyle techniques with Daryl Kellie
This comprehensive text covers the spectrum of fingerpicking technique and styles.
Performance and stylistic notes, fingerstyle guitar solos and a listening guide are
presented for each section of the book. Sections include: Folk Songs; Gospel Songs;
Country Blues; RagtimeBlues; Rags and Dances; Appalachian Fiddle Tunes; Celtic
Airs; Jigs and Reels; Classic Rags; Fingerstyle Jazz Guitar & Fingerstyle Guitar Duets.
All solos are in notation and tablature and are written by noted fingerpicking guitarists
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Stefan Grossman, Elizabeth Cotten, DeanSires, Ton VanBergeyk, David Laibman, Rev.
Gary Davis, Duck Baker, Seth Austen, Steve Tilston, John Morris, Sid Percy, Tom
O'Farrell, JimMcLennan, Leo Wijnkamp Jr., Lasse Johansson and Claes Palmqvist.
(Guitar). This follow-up to the popular Fingerstyle Guitar book by Ken Perlman
(00000081) is really two books in one. To the advanced player, it's an excellent tune
book featuring 33 interesting and highly playable guitar arrangements. To the
intermediate player, it serves as a clear and detailed guide to the technical expertise
and theoretical knowledge required to bridge the gap to the advanced level. Covers
Baroque tuning, DAD-GAD tuning and much more. The tunes are organized according
to genre: Alternating Bass Pieces, The Country Blues, Melodic Guitar, Fiddle Tunes,
Ragtime and Chord-Melody, and all tunes are played on the accompanying CD.
Beginning with an explanation of how a bass line defines the harmonic scheme, this
edition leads the player through dozens of fingerstyle arrangements. Including: Laura *
Green Dolphin Street * The Shadow of Your Smile * Stompin' at the Savoy * Just
Friends * Don't Blame Me * Nobody Does It Better.
Steve James presents a treasure trove of traditional American guitar styles in this
unique book/CD pack. Guitarists will learn fingerpicking and slide techniques not
through dry exercises but by playing 25 songs from James' own repertoire and from
such masters as Furry Lewis, Blind Willie McTell, Sam McGee, and Mance Lipscomb.
Drawing on his extensive research and first-hand experience with these guitar pioneers,
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James tells the stories behind the songs, too. Features authentic arrangements in notes
and TAB, vocal melodies and lyrics, historic photos, and more. Songs: Take Me Back *
Sugar Babe * Milwaukee Blues * Sebastopol* John Henry * more!
For voice and guitar and, in part, guitar solo; in standard notation and staff tablature;
includes chord symbols.
Fingerstyle GuitarHal Leonard Publishing Corporation
If you've been inspired to begin playing fingerstyle guitar or are an experienced player wanting
to enhance your knowledge, this book is the perfect place to start. Using standard music
notation and TAB, the examples guide you through basic chord theory, modes, drop-D tuning,
alternating bass and more. The CD demonstrates all the examples in the book. 96 pages.
(Guitar Collection). Do you feel you've learned enough fingerstyle guitar technique to start
playing some real tunes? If so, this is the book for you. 50 must-know songs, including:
Blackbird * The Boxer * Dust in the Wind * Fire and Rain * Greensleeves * Hell Hound on My
Trail * Is There Anybody Out There? * Julia * Puff the Magic Dragon * Road Trippin' * Shape of
My Heart * Tears in Heaven * Time in a Bottle * Vincent (Starry Starry Night) * The Wind * and
more.
Hymns for Fingerstyle Guitar contains twenty five well-known hymns arranged for fingerstyle
guitar in standard tuning.The arrangements are designed for easy sight reading, with the
potential to embellish them on the fly to create more complex arrangements in your own style.
In addition to the hymn arrangements, the book includes tips and suggestions on adding your
own introductions and endings as well as improvising variations. Recordings of all hymns are
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available as a free download. From the author's Introduction: This book grew out of a need.
Recently, I was asked to play during several funerals, with the request being to "just play some
hymns." When I began looking for material, I found a wealth of wonderful arrangements for
fingerstyle guitar, but none of them were going to work for me in this situation. Naturally, I had
only a few days' notice, so I wasn't going to learn and memorize complex arrangements, no
matter how beautiful they were. Even the simplest arrangements I found were many pages
long, and I didn't want to be turning pages during a funeral service, the way I would if I tried to
read the music rather than memorize it. I also realized that in this setting, the focus wasn't on
me, or how clever or complex the music was. I just needed to play appropriate music for the
occasion that helped set the mood and that didn't detract from the service. Uncomplicated,
melodic arrangements would be a plus. My solution forms the basis of this book - my own
arrangements that are simple, almost "sketches" of an arrangement. What I decided I needed
was a type of book known as a "fake book" in jazz circles - but for hymns - and designed for
solo fingerstyle guitar. Jazz fake books are typically limited to just chord names and perhaps
melody. I wanted a bit more than that - basically easily-playable arrangements with no
complicated parts, and designed to be extended on the fly. Hymns: Abide With Me Amazing
Grace A Mighty Fortress is Our God Be Thou My Vision Blessed Assurance Come Thou Fount
of Every Blessing Fairest Lord Jesus Faith of Our Fathers For the Beauty of the Earth He
Leadeth Me Holy, Holy, Holy I Have Decided to Follow Jesus In the Garden Jesus Loves Me
Jesus, Keep Me Near the Cross Just As I Am Love Lifted Me Praise Him, Praise Him Sweet
Hour of Prayer The Old Rugged Cross This is My Father's World Turn Your Eyes Upon Jesus
We Are Climbing Jacob's Ladder What a Friend We Have in Jesus Whispering Hope
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(Guitar Collection). There has never been a collection of fingerstyle repertoire like this one.
Beginning with the roots of fingerstyle and artists like Robert Johnson and Reverend Gary
Davis along with works of 20th century masters like Chet Atkins and John Fahey and a legion
of modern pioneers like Andy McKee and Tommy Emmanuel the sheer scope of this collection
makes it a must-own for all fingerstyle guitarists. This truly one-of-a-kind book covers an
expansive and eclectic variety of styles and techniques, including modern innovations like
percussive gestures and two hands on the fingerboard. Over 50 artists are featured, each
represented by a single, characteristic piece. All songs are shown in standard notation and tab
and include special historical and performance notes, making this book an incredibly valuable
tool for any student of fingerstyle guitar. Artists featured include: Chet Atkins, Pierre Bensusan,
Alex de Grassi, Tommy Emmanuel, Mississippi John Hurt, Robert Johnson, Jorma Kaukonen,
Adrian Legg, Andy McKee, Jerry Reed, Doc Watson, and dozens more.
This book is complete in the sense that there is something for everyone: beginners,
intermediate players and professionals. Along with learning the basics, this book teaches
fingerstyle guitar players to play two-string harmonies, accompaniment styles and much more.
Alan De Mause has filled the companion CD to capacity with 90 examples of music from his
landmark text. the recording features nylon-string guitar throughout in both solo and midiaccompanied settings. A full range of jazz guitar stylings is offered, starting from square one
and proceeding through advanced fingerstyle solo material.
(Guitar Solo). One hundred timeless songs from a wide variety of musical genres are featured
in this collection of solo guitar arrangements in standard notation and tab. Includes: Angel *
Bless the Broken Road * Chances Are * Don't Know Why * Faithfully * Hallelujah * I Will
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Always Love You * Killing Me Softly with His Song * Memory * Stardust * Tears in Heaven *
Woman * You Raise Me Up * and many more.
This book, which contains more than 40 pieces, is intended for those guitarists who have broad
interests. Based mainly in the traditional "classical" guitar style exemplified by Andres Segovia,
the book also explores a variety of other genres, from the syncopated Brazilian rhythms of
Bossa Nova to American blues, ragtime, and jazz. It is intended to give the student a
systematically presented technical foundation, while also building an enjoyable repertoire of
attractive musical selections in a variety of traditional and contemporary styles. Titles include:
Pomp and Circumstance * Habanera * The Can Can * Carcassi Nova * Romance of the Roses
* The Trumpet Voluntary * Winter (from Vivaldi's Four Seasons) * Danny Boy * Pavane * South
Beach Rumba, Part 1 * Chromatic Rag * Telemann Canon and many more. All titles in the
book are also included on the CD.
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